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The offer â€“ $20 billion split between four leading scientists on alternative energies to purchase and

then squash their research lines, which include the recent discovery of a powerful new energy

source capable of replacing mankindâ€™s reliance on fossil fuels. Thereâ€™s no doubt their

discovery is worth ten times that much. But will any one of them live if they refuse? At the same

time, the greatest technological advancement in warfare since the creation of the Atomic bomb has

been discovered, and is being offered to the highest bidder. There is just one problem though; the

seller might no longer have any control of the weapon. Can Sam Reilly weave his way through the

web of industrial and political espionage before the human race loses its greatest fight for survival?
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This was another great book in this series. The premise of large waves with smart plankton involved

is an interesting one. I'm excited for when the next book comes out and was glad to see Elise finally

making an in person appearance - though I wish she played more of role in the book. I did miss

Billie and wish Aliana would play more of a role staying for the adventure... What is her current

relationship with Sam? She comes in at the beginning and then is gone?



I really enjoy reading the Sam Reilly novels by Christopher Cartwright. True or not, I learn so much

about the sea and all that goes on with oceans and research, and especially like all the adventures.

Great book.

Typical of the genre, and a part that I like, the good guy wins in the end. Very imaginative stories

with lots of twists. Once I start one of these books I can't put it down until I'm finished. Each can be

read alone but there are some references to earlier adventures. And, they always end with the

premise of the next book in the last page or two.This fourth book seemed to not be as well

proof-read. There were quite a number of times that I had to read a passage more than once to fully

understand the point of the sentence. There were a lot of "a"s or "the"s missing as well as missing

suffixes. Did not terribly retract from the story but I didn't remember that issue with the first three.

However, I intend to continue to follow Sam in his future adventures.

I enjoyed the previous books in this series but this one really stepped up the action. Tom's

disappearing treasure was a real mystery to me with discovery of what really happened even wilder.

Lots of intrigue and I loved the various scuba diving bits. Can't wait for the next book in this series.

Another in the series. A good summer read. Some situations, a little too much. The premise of what

causes the waves is very far-fetched. The ending seemed contrived and a little too "convenient".

That's why this book gets four stars, not five.All of that said, I look forward to the next book in the

series.

this installment is fast paced and hard to put down, I liked the fact that it took a step away from the

mythological this time and truly enjoyed the whole thing, despite the grammatical issues.

Gripping read, full of suspense. I'm a fan of the series so this was an easy book to pick up, but I

suggest that everyone grabs the collection! It's another great sequel in a solid franchise.

This being book four with the same subset of characters, it ends pointing to a fifth book. The was a

little loose compared to the earlier books, but the tale was good. There isn't the level of

development of the main characters as there was in the first books, and that makes this episode's

characters less developed than in earlier episodes. There is also developing a "red shirt" syndrome



developing in that when a new character is introduced and developed better than the main

characters, we can anticipate his or her demise before the end of the book, though the manner of

the demise may be novel. That said, I am looking forward to reading the next installment.
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